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What’s the plan for this session?

• Facilitate actionable knowledge exchange for advancement of Agile initiatives

• Help foster Agile community of practice across labs community

• No presentation; just some discussion questions

• We’ll gauge interest in topics by voting
What topics would you like to discuss? (poll)

Join at:
vevox.app
ID: 178-619-504
What does Agile mean to you?
What is the current and envisioned scope of Agile activity at your lab?
What institutional support and resources are committed to Agile practices?
Is performing Scrum the starting point or destination for your team?
Do you retrospect? What tools and formats do you use to facilitate? How’s that working out?
What is the biggest lesson you’ve learned over the past year on your journey?
For those folks doing Scrum:

- Do you have a dedicated Scrum Master or is the role filled by developers? How’s that working?
- How much of the role is *facilitation* (i.e., “what did you do yesterday?) vs. coaching (i.e., “what would help make that be less painful?”)?
What’s the composition of the team(s) (i.e., different dev skills plus other roles)?
What strategies have been most successful in transitioning teams to Agile practices?
How do you effectively onboard new folks to Agile, at all levels?
How do you reconcile Agile practices with the more traditional project management role and the various tensions between the two?
How are you measuring the success of Agile transformation efforts?
What other questions would you like to ask of the group?